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l• INTRODUCTION

atevelopment of high-mobifrity/agility tracked combat vehicles"

has e.i.ved_0 cons id erable-attem£ton recenyz-beeats e- of---the---•e4b434--
fo'r increased battlefield survivability through the

avoidance, by high-speed and violent maneuver, of hits by high-

velocity projectiles and missiles. In order to design and -devel-p

•Wevehicles rationally, it is necessary to have a quantitative under-

tnin 'The interrelationship between the terrain factors (such as

soil type, soil shear strength and compressibility, etc.) and the ve-

hicle's characteristics (weight, track length and width,_location qf

center of gravity, velocity, etc.) during steeringy - -&•).L.ýtdiJ

interrelationship, i-4t-i -saecessrd mathematical
models of the terrain-vehicle interaction, Tle accuracy andinge of

application of such models-4 & -o2. --4 determined from actual

mobility experimentsand obviously must depend on the degree of rel-e-

vance of the ideali• model as an approximation to the real behavior,

The basic cJncepts of the theory of terrain-vehicle interac-

tion were developed by Bekker during the 1950's (1). By assuming vari-

ous load distributions along the tracks, Bekker was able to develop

C1. several mathematical expressions relating the characteristics of the
C vehicle and the tractive effort of the terrain during steering. By

C.considering the lateral and longitudinal coefficients of friction be-

tween the track and the ground, Hayashi (2) developed simple equations
LLJ for practical analysis of steering of tracked vehicles. Hayashi's

work, however, did not include the effect of the centrifugal forces on
steering performance of the vehicle. Kitano and Jyorzaki (3)
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developed a more comprehensive mudei for unifohLi LuLLLiiig iHuLiuL ii--
cluding the effects of centrifugal forces. This model, however, is
based on the assumption that ground pressure is concentrated under
each road wheel and the terrain-tiack interaction is simulated by

Coulomb-type friction. The moael given in Kitano and Jyorzaki was ex-
tended by Kitano and Kuma (-4) to include nonuniform (transient) motion,
but the basic elements of the terrain-track interaction part of the
mcdel were retained. Baladi and Rohani (5) developed a model for uni-
form turning motion parallel to the development reported in Reference-

"-insofar as the kinematics of the vehiele arc concerned. In contrast
to Reference 3, howevar, this model is based on a more comprehensive
soil model. In the present paper, the terrain-vehicle model reported
in Reference 5 is extended to include nonuniform (transient) motion.
In addicion, the soil model is modified to include a nonlinear failure
envelope describing the shearing strength of the terrain material.

To demonstrate the application of the model, the steering
performance of an armored personnel carrier has been predicted and

correlated with full-scale test results.

SOIL MODEL

Strength Components

One of the most important properties of soil affecting
trafficability is the in situ shear strength of the soil. The shear
strength of earth materials varies greatly for different types of soil

and is dependent on the confining pressure and time rate of loading
(shearing). This dependence, however, is not the same for all soils
and varies with respect to two fundamental strength properties of soil:
the cohesive and the frictional properties. It has been found experi-
mentally that the shear strength of purely cohesive soils (soils with-
out frictional strength'. is independent of the confining stress and is
str•agiy affected by the time rate of shearing. On the other hand, in
the case of purely frictional soil (soils without cohesive strength),
the shear strength is found to be independent of time rate of loading
and is strongly dependent on the confining pressure. In nature, most

soils exhibit shearing resistance due to both the frictional and cohe-
sive components. The cohesive and frictional components of strength
are usually added together in order to obtain the total shear strength
of the material, i.e.,

TM = A- Mexp(-Na)(1

where T is the maximum shearing strength of the material,
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C = A - M is the cohesive strength of the material corresponding to

static loading (very slow rate of deformation), a is normal stress,
and N is a material constant. Equation I is shown graphically in
Figure 1.

rM 1

C=A-M

a- A

Figure 1. Proposed failure rela- Figure 2. Proposed soil-stress!
for soil. deformation relation during

shearing process.
Effect of Rate of Deformation

As was pointed out previously, the cohesive strength of the

material is dependent on the time rate of loading (shearing); i.e.,
the cohesive component of strength increases with increasing rate of
loading. For the range of loading rates associated with the motion of

R tracked vehicles, the contribution to cohesive strength due to dynamic
loading can be expressed qs Cd[1 - exp(-AA)], where Cd and A are
material constants, and A is time rate of shearing deformation. In
view of the above expression and Equation 1, the dynamic failure cri-

terion takes the following form:

TM =A + Cd[i - exp(-A)] - M exp(-No) (2)

Shear Stress-Shear Deformation Relation

Prior to failure, the shear stress-shear deformation charac-

teristics of a variety of soils can be expressed by the following
mathematical expression (6):
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CG A
M=(3)

T +T CIGAI
The behavior of Equation 3 is shown graphically in Figure 2. In Fig-

ure 2, T denotes shearing stress, A is shearing deformation, and
G is the initial shear stiffness coefficient. In view of Equation 2,
the shear stress-shear deformation relation for soil (Equation 3)
becomes

SG[A + Cd - Cd exp(-AA) - M exp(-No)]A
d d= (4)

lk GI'IA + A + C - Cd exp(-AA) - M exp(-Na)

For purely cohesive soils, N = 0 and r is only a function of A

and A . For granular material, M = A and Cd is zero. and T is
a function of A and a . For mixed soils exhibiting shearing resis-
tance due to both frictional and cohesive components, T is dependent

on A , A , and a . In the following section, the equations of mo-
tions for a track-laying vehicle during steering are developed using
the proposed soil model (Equation 4) in conjunction with track slip-
page, centrifugal forces, and vehicle characteristics.

DERIVATION OF TERRAIN-VEHICLE MODEL

Boundary Conditions

The geometry of the vehicle and the boundary conditions of
the proposed model are shown schemaLically in Figure 3. The XYZ co-
ordinates are the local coordinate system of which X is always the
longitudinal axis of the vehicle and Y is a transverse axis parallel
to the ground. These axes intersect at the center of geometry of the

vehicle 0 . The Z axis is a vertical axis passing through the ori-

gin 0 . The center of gravity of the vehicle (CG) lies on the X
axis and is displaced by a distance CX from the origin. The numeri-

cal value of CX is assumed to be positive if CG is displaced for-
ward from the center of geometry of the vehicle. The XY coordinates
of the instantaneous center of rotation ICR are P + CX and R ,
respectively, where P is the offset. The center of rotation and the

radius of the trajectory of the CG are, respectively, CR and Ro

The height of the center of gravity measured from ground surface is
denoted by H . The length of the track-ground contact, the track
width, and the tread of the tracks are L , D , and B , respectively.

As shown in Figure 3, the components of the inertial forces FC in

X and Y directions are, respectively, FCX and FCy The weight
of the vehicle is W
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Figure 3. Geometry and boundary conditions of the terrain-vehic1P
model.

Stress Distribution Along the Tracks

Two types of stress, i.e., normal and shear stresses, exist
along the track. As indicated in Figure 3, the normal stresses under
the outer and inner tracks are denoted by Rj(X) and R2(X) ,re-

spectively. The components of the shear stress in X and Y direc-
tions are respectively, TI(X) and Ql(X) for the outer track, and
T2(X) and Q2(X) for the inner track. These stresses are dependent
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on the terrain type, vehicle configuration, and speed and turning
r- lius of the vehicle.

The magnitude of normal stresses RI(X) and R 2 (X) can be
determined in terms of the components of the inertial force, the track
tensions, and the characteristics of the vehicle by considering the
balance of vertical stresses and their moments in Figure 3.* Thus.

R1 (x) = W + 6 h rCY (5h1 d2 2 X b W -6hx WJ-

*' .+ xc+ CY FCXI~
2W L2 2 + x +b W 6lh: -- ] (6)

dL

where h H/L , bB/L , dD/L , c X=Cx/L , xX/L , y Y/L
and z =

The components of the shear stress in the X and Y direc-
tions along both the outer and inner tracks can be obtained by com-
bining Equations 4, 5, and 6. Thus (it is noted that RI and R2
replace the normal stress a in Equation 4)

ida + dcd - dcd exp(-X5i - m exp[-nri(x)]1

T.i(x) id- m exp[(nri(x) Y (7)

W i~da + ded - dcd exp(--V ) - m exp[-nri(x)]l
=- 2  V.. . =.. .. sin y (8)Q'(x) 7 i i6d+da+dcd-dcdexp(-A -• exp [-nri(x)]

L2.Ai/L d; d

wh re i= 1,2 , r.(x) = dL 2 R2(x)/I ; Ai ; 5-'/L
GL /W • X 'AL a a AL/W ; fi•, --- "L4W•. n = NW/L anA cd
CdL4/W. The variables yI and Y2 , EquationF' 7 and 8, are the
slip angles and can be written as

X P -C x - cX_ -1 ___a = tan

-1 X_- P - X -1 x -p X
Y 2  tan -tan (9)

* For sake of brevity, the effect of track tension is not included in

this paper. The reader is referied to Referencd 7 for a complete
analysis of track tension and its effect on steering performance of
tracked vehicles.
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where •= C!/L , L, and p= P/L The parameter C1 is
the distance between the instantaneous center of rotatien of tho outer
"track and its axis of symmetry, and C2 is the distance between the
instantaneous center of rotation of the inne: track and its axis of
symmetry.

In order to use Equations 7-9, the track slip velocities and
displacements (i.e., Al , A1 , A'2 , and A2 ), and the inertial
forces FCX and FCy , have to be determined.

Kinematics of the Vehicle

A tracked vehicle in transient motion is shown schematically
in Figure 4. ihe XYZ coordinates are the local coordinate systems
that are fixed with respect to the moving vehicle (also see Figure 3).
The origin 0 of this coordinate system stays, for all time, at a
distance Cx from the center of gravity of the vehicle. The TP co-
urdinate system is fixed on level ground, and its origin coincides
with the center of gravity at time zero. T ,e vehicle can maneuver on
the Tý plane and the displacements of the ce_,ter of :Lavity of the
vehicle from this reference frame are ý.(t) and D(t).

41-

Iz,

/ // '- TRAJECITOV OF THE CENTER OF GRAVITY (CG)

/ I

~ V,

Ftigurc 4. !racked vehicle in transient motion.

The velocities vX and vy (relative tu the origin of the
T,1 coordinate syc'tem) as well as the velocities vy and vo are re-
lated to the instantaneous velocity v of -he CC by
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2 
(10)

N X + vy P
The side-slip angle a , which is the angle between the velocity vec-
tor v and the longitudinal X axis of the vehicle, is related to
the velocities vX and Vy as

a = tan V d v --d v (V1)
v ' dt X dt Y d

The yaw angle w and the directional angle 0 are related to a as

dO dw da (12)

dt dt dt

Substitution of Equation 11 into Equation 12 leads to

dO do3 (v y dV X 2  (1d•3

d- d X dt Y dt-7/v

The radius of curvature -f the trajectory of the center of
gravity (i.e., the distance between CR and CG , Figure 3) is

3
dO v3

0 = vdv dv
2 ,d dw Y Xv d-- - Vx d-- + vIIYt

Xdt Ydt

The coordinates of the trajectory of the center of gravity of the
vehicle can be written as

'P(t) t 4  cos 0 dt

('(t) = sin 0 dt (15)

The coordinates of the instantaneous center of rotation (ICR)
of the hull in the XY systems (XI , YI) and the instantaneous radius
of curvature are (Figure 3)

XI P p+ Cy vy/a77 + Cx

dw)

and Y R (16)

R R+ p2
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Track Slip Velocity and. Displacement

Assume that vsl (Vsl = A1) and ',s2 (vs2 = A2 ) are the
slip velocities of geometrically similar points of the outer track and
the inner track, respectively. The X and Y components of these
velocities can be shown to be

c d dw

VsXI - 1 t = L d-Tt I

V (X P C)d Ic )d- v Y For the outer track

dw dc (17)

dW dw
Vsx2 =C2 -t 2 For the inner track (18)

VsY2 =VsyI

The angular velocity dw/dt and R can be written as

dw I
d•t = (Vx - Vs1 1  VX2 + Vsx 2)

1 (19)
R= ( - V + Vx2 vX 2 )

2-
dt

where Vx2 = the velocity of the outer track in X direction

v2= the -velocity of the inner track in X direction

The ratio of vXl and vX2 is defined as the steering rauio c

Thus,

v V /Vx 2  (20)

Substitution of Equations i6 and 20 into Equation 19 leads to

/bL dw
V bL d+y For the outer track (21)

/ ) bL dw\
vX 2  Vx 2 -V 2 dt For the inner track (22)

Comparison between Equations 21 and 22 and Equations 17 and 18 results
in

I' dw' b -
•I= (eVx2 Vx) / -) 2 (23)
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(v -V) -( + (24)
2 X2 X \ct/ 2

The slip velocities and displacements of the outer and inner tracks
can be obtained from Equations 17, 18, 21, and 22. Thus,

2V sl FLg d~t• w vý_s I + x - C L I (25)

2
Sv
s2T - v (26)

lgt 2 x T,

t v A ~ 2 vA
V1 A2  s2 d 2

-=f - adt + ,t -+tI- (27)
f L L LU L L
0 0

where t = (L/2 - X)/IvXI
t2 = (L/2 - X)/vX2

A initial displacement of the outer track

A12 initial displacement of the inner track

The balance of'forces and moments dictates that these initial displace-

ments be numerically equal to L6 (j is the coefficient of rolling
resistance which must be measured experimentally for each soil type
and each vehicle).

Inertial Forces

The X and Y components of the inertial force can be

shown to be (7). w Vx d w w (dVy d w

FC dv-• +V ) = d v x (28)
CX g x g Yd FCy dt

The Rolling Resistance

The rolling resistance is a function of terrain type, vehi-

cle speed, track condition, etc. Therefore, rolling resistance should
be measured for every specific condition. in this formulation, how-
ever, the rolling resistance is assumed to be proportional to normial
load. Thus,
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R [r,(x) + r 2 (x)]dx (29)s 2i ~dL21

Equations of Motion

Steerability and stability of tracked vehicles depend on the
dynamic balance between all forces and moments applied on the vehicle.

According to Figure 4, the following three equations govern the motion
of the vehicle:

1 1

2 2
I [t (x) + t 2 (x)] dx - Wf [r 1 (x) + r 2 (x)] dx =fx (30)

2 2

1

2
i [ql(x) + q 2 (x)] dx fCY (31)

2

2 -- 1
22

[q 1 (x) + q 2 (x)](x - cX) dx + f [tl(X) - t 2 (x)] dx

2 1 2
r (x)] zd (32)

+2 1 [r2(x) -I= LW dt2

2

where t 1 (X) = dT2 T 1 (x)/W , :2 (x) = dL2 T2(x)/W , q(X) = dL2 Q1 (X)/

W , q2 (x) = dL Q2 (x)/W , f = F /W , and f = F /W

and I = mass moment of inertia about an axis passing through the
center of gravity of the vehicle and parallel to tha Z axis (Figure
3). Equations 30 through 32 with the aid of Equations 7 through 29
constitute three equations that involve three unknowns. The three un-
knowns are either vX , vy , and dw/dt or E, , ,2 and p . In
order to obtain a complete solution for either of the two sets of un-
knowns, one of the following driving conditions must be specified:
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(a) time history of the steering ratio c(t) and the initial speed of
the vehicle, (b) time history of the velocity of the individual tracks
v (t) and vx2(t) and the initial speed of the vehicle, (c) time

history of the velocity of the vehicle v(t) and the trajectory of
motion, (d) time history of the velocity of the vehicle and a constant
value of steering ratio c , or (e) the trajectory of motion and a

determination of the maximum velocity time history at which the vehi.-
cle can traverse the specified trajectory. A computer program called
AGIL was developed to solve Equations 30 through 32 using Newton's
iteration technique. In addition, this conputer program has the capa-

bility of calculating the power requirements at the sprockets (7).

Correlation with Test Results

In order to determine the accuracy and range of application
of the terrain-vehicle model, a series of steering tests was conducted
on several different terrains with various soil strengths in the vi-
cinity of Vicksburg, Mississippi. The tracked vehicle used for these
experiments is an armored personnel vehicle with characteristics:
W = 18,000 lb , L = 105 in. , H2 = 35.7 in. , D = 15 in. , B
90 in. , Iz 92,000 lb-in.-sec2 and Cx = 0 . Each experiment in-
jolved steering the vehicle in a circular path, by first accelerating
the vehicle to a maximum speed (controlled by either the available
power or the stability conditions of the vehicle) and then continue

turning with a more or less constant speed. Data collected during
each test consisted of time histories of (a) the inner and outer track

velocities, (b) the speed of the vehicle, (c) the turning radius, and
(d) the power requirement. In addition, for each terrain several in
situ direct shear tests were conducted to characterize the soil and to
determine the parameters of the soil model. The results of these
steering tests are presently being analyzed for correlation and com-
parison with the terrain-vehicle model predictions. The result of one
of the tests which was recently analyzed and correlated with model pre-
diction is presented in this paper. This particular test was conducted
on a soft clay soil with characteristics: G 200 psi/in. , A =
5 psi , M = 4.06 psi , N = 0.22 I/psi , Cd = 0.61 psi , and A
3.68 sec/in. The coefficient of rolling resistance for the vehicle
was measured experimentally and has a value • = 0.2

To correlate the test data with model predictions, the mea-
sured time histories of the inner and outer track velocities were used
to drive the model. For these specified driving conditions, the time

histories of the vehicle speed and power requirements were then pre-
dicted and compared with the corresponding field measurements. Figures
5a and 5b depict the time histories of the inner and outer track
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velocities, respectively. As observed from these figures, the actual
field measurements are quite noisy during the steady state portion of
the steering (i.e., for times greater than approximately 60 sec).
These high frequency oscillations are believed to be mostly due to
instrumentation and must be filtered out. The filtered records are
also shown in Figures 5a and 5b and are simply "best" fit curves to
the field measurements satisfying the condition that the total area
under both curves should be equal. These filtered track velocity-time
histories were used as input to drive the terrain-vehicle model.

Comparisons of the predicted time histories of the vehicle
speed and power requirements during steering with the corresponding
field measurements are shown in Figures 5c and 5d. Similar to Figures
5a and 5b, the field measurements are quite noisy during the steady
state steering. The predicted results, of course, do not manifest
these oscillations because of the filtering of the input data. The
degree of correlation of the predicted and measured results, however,
is ouite good, indicating that the modeling of the overall interaction
between the soil and the track is physically reasonable.
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